X Country

The Team

Frank Kelly

R. to L. Jim Buck, Mike Rosenbaum

Record: 8W-4L

R. to L. Brian Fahey, Dave Anderson, John Forte, Bill Coughlin
Babson MVP's 1977-1978

Baseball: Rick Renwick
Basketball: Chris Johnson
Basketball: Nancy Flynn
Cross Country: Jim Buck
Golf: Dave Boyd
Hockey: Jon Stavros
Lacrosse: Hunter Judson
Sailing: Murray Bodine
Skiing: Wendy Darling
Soccer: Scott Johnson
Swimming: Mark Paylor
Tennis: Fran Pantuosco
Tennis: Pat Joyce
Volleyball: Scott Banholzer
Tennis: Tina Kelley
Tennis: Sally Shea
Volleyball: Kathy O'Brien
... From Colony To Fraternity

On October 11, 1977, a new fraternity, ZBT, arrived on the Babson Greek scene. The necessity of a fourth fraternity grew as more students displayed a greater interest, and a few weeks later elections were held for the young colony. The executive committee was handed the task of turning the 20 members into a fraternal organization.

Student body recognition of ZBT was sought by the purchase of Professor Bruno at the senior class auction to serve the brothers both lunch and dinner at Trim Dining Hall, and by presenting a mixer at the end of the semester. Second semester saw another mixer presented by ZBT, this one in conjunction with Mt. Ida.

The semester's rush program drew 8 pledges, an accomplishment considering the small amount of brothers. On April 28, 1978, the ZBT colony was chartered and is now known as the Delta Eta Chapter of ZBT.